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Abstract. The possibility of optical oximetry of the blood in the fetal
brain measured across the maternal abdomen just prior to birth is
under investigation. Such measurements could detect fetal distress
prior to birth and aid in the clinical decision regarding Cesarean sec-
tion. This paper uses a perturbation method to model photon transport
through an 8-cm-diam fetal brain located at a constant 2.5 cm below
a curved maternal abdominal surface with an air/tissue boundary. In
the simulation, a near-infrared light source delivers light to the abdo-
men and a detector is positioned up to 10 cm from the source along
the arc of the abdominal surface. The light transport [W/cm2 fluence
rate per W incident power] collected at the 10 cm position is Tm
52.231026 cm−2 if the fetal brain has the same optical properties as
the mother and Tf51.031026 cm−2 for an optically perturbing fetal
brain with typical brain optical properties. The perturbation P5(Tf
2Tm)/Tm is −53% due to the fetal brain. The model illustrates the
challenge and feasibility of transabdominal oximetry of the fetal brain.
© 2000 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. [S1083-3668(00)01303-4]
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1 Introduction
The possibility of optical oximetry of the blood in the fetal
brain measured across the maternal abdomen just prior
birth is being investigated by Ramanujam et al.1 Such mea-
surements could detect fetal distress prior to birth and aid in
the clinical decision regarding Cesarean section. This pape
uses a perturbation method to estimate the perturbing sign
expected from the fetal brain compared to the magnitude o
the optical signal detected in such transabdominal measur
ments.

Previous work has outlined the use of the perturbation
method to calculate fluence rate(F)~W/cm2! distributions in a
tissue with homogenous background optical properties and a
embedded object with differing optical properties.2–6 In this
paper, the fetal brain is first treated as a single spherical obje
within an infinite homogeneous maternal tissue, then the air
tissue boundary at the abdominal surface is added to assess
influence on the problem. A simulated light source and detec
tor are placed at positions that would be on the surface of th
maternal abdomen. The results are reported as the transpo
factor (T5F/S0) ~cm22! which equals the fluence rate
(F) ~W/cm2! per unit power of the source(S0) ~W!. The
modeling is done using optical properties at a wavelength o
800 nm and illustrates typical near-infrared measurements
Multiple wavelength measurements would be combined to
achieve transabdominal oximetry.

Address all correspondence to S. L. Jacques. Tel: 503-216-4092; Fax: 503-216-
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2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Optical Properties and Geometry of Tissues
The optical properties used in this paper are for near-infra
wavelengths in the 700–900 nm range where oximetry is c
ducted due to the good light penetration through tissue and
sensitive oxygenation dependence of hemoglobin absorp
The background maternal tissues were assumed to have
following typical soft tissue optical properties: absorption c
efficientmam equal to 0.08 cm21 and reduced scattering coe
ficient msm8 equal to 4 cm21. The fetal brain optical absorption
coefficient maf is expected to vary between 0.10 and 0.
cm21 and a mean value of 0.125 cm21 was used in the calcu
lations. The incremental absorption of the fetal brain
Dmaf5maf2mam5(0.12520.08)50.045 cm21. The fetal
scattering was assumed to equal the maternal scatteringmsf8
5msm8 . Combining these optical properties for fetal bra
yields an effective fetal attenuation coefficient,meff fetal

5@3maf(maf1msf8 )#1/2, of 1.24 cm21 which is consistent with
the post-mortemin situ fetal brain optical properties reporte
by Svaasand et al. to be about 1–3 cm21 in the 660–1064 nm
range.7 Although Ostermeyer and Jacques6 outline how to
consider embedded objects with scattering properties that
fer from the background, the treatment here would add co
plexity with only minor improvement in the lessons of th
simple preliminary model. More important are the variation
thickness of the maternal tissue layer overlying the fetal br
and the influence of the amniotic fluid at the sides of the fe
head. Such issues are left to future work and are consid
by Ramanujam8 and Vishnoi.9 In summary, the model as
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Jacques et al.
sumes the maternal and fetal tissues have the same scatter
properties but different absorption properties to approximat
the clinical situation.

The geometry of the model is shown in Figure 1. An 8-cm-
diam spherical fetal brain is centered at the origin~x50, y
50, z50!. Only the results in thex-y plane atz50 which
connects the source, fetal brain center, and detector are sho
in Figure 1 but the model is three-dimensional. The materna
abdominal surface was located a constant 2.5 cm above th
fetal brain. In reality, this maternal thickness probably in-
creases toward the sides of the abdomen. In Figure 1~a!, the
infinite-mother model is shown where there is not an air/tissu
interface at the abdominal surface. The source is at a positio
44° to the left of the central plane through the abdomen, an

Fig. 1 Model of fetal brain within maternal tissue. A 10 cm arc shows
the location of the abdominal surface. An 8 cm diameter fetal brain is
located 2.5 cm below the abdominal surface. Optical properties at
800 nm wavelength are msm8 58 cm−1, mam50.08 cm−1 for mother and
msf858 cm−1, maf50.125 cm−1 for fetal brain. (a) No air/tissue bound-
ary. (b) With air/tissue boundary, using a hemispherical distribution of
image sources outside the abdominal surface within an infinite mater-
nal tissue to mimic the air/tissue boundary. Some of the boundary
images sources are shown.
278 Journal of Biomedical Optics d July 2000 d Vol. 5 No. 3
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the detector is at variable positions up to 44° to the right.
Figure 1~b!, the air/tissue boundary at the abdominal surfa
is included, accomplished by treating the primary source a
pair of sources of equal magnitude, one positive just be
the surface and one negative above the surface, and plac
hemispherical distribution of virtual boundary sources outs
the abdominal surface whose magnitudes were adjuste
achieve the boundary condition relating fluence rate and
ward flux at the surface. A 10-cm-long arc is shown in Figu
1 to indicate the locus of detector positions along the abdo
nal surface. In Figure 1~a!, the source was located at the sta
of the arc atx524.43 cm,y54.76 cm,z50. In Figure 1~b!,
the positive source was placed one transport mean free p
m f p851/(mam1msm8 ) (cm), below the above~x,y,z! position
on the surface, and a negative image source was plac
distancem f p814AD above the surface. The factorA equals
(11r tir)/(12r tir) where r tir is the total internal reflectance
~equals 0.51! at the air/tissue boundary expected for a tiss
with refractive index 1.37. The factorD is the diffusion length
equal tom f p8/3. The detector was moved along the arc
show how the transport signal varies with source-detec
separation. The final detector position at the end of the 10
arc wasx54.61 cm,y54.58 cm,z50, which is a 9.04 cm
direct distance from the source through the tissues.

The fetal brain was treated as the superposition of m
small spherical volumes such that the total volume of
brain was conserved. The spheres overlap because they
serve total volume. The overlap volume corrects for the v
volumes between spheres. Each small sphere had the op
properties of the fetal brain. There were 1189 spheres e
with a diameter of 3.78 mm. The centers of the spheres w
placed on a cubic grid of equalx, y, andz spacings of 3.50
mm. The voxels do not exactly match the smooth spher
surface of the fetal brain but rather present a surface tha
rough on the scale of the grid size. Such approximate res
tion of the brain surface does not seriously compromise
calculations.

2.2 Perturbation Model: Infinite Mother With no
Boundary
First, we consider the case of an infinite maternal tissue w
no boundary@Figure 1~a!#. The use of perturbation methods
widely known and one implementation is used here.5,6 This
paper used diffusion theory to implement the model althou
the perturbation method can use other transport models s
as Monte Carlo. The light source was treated as an isotro
point source of continuous light,S0 ~W!, located at a position
which would be on the maternal abdominal surface. The fe
brain was subdivided into the 1189 absorbing spherical v
umes mentioned before. In general, the fluence rateFi j reach-
ing the i th sphere in response to aj th sourceSj was calcu-
lated by the spherical point spread function of diffusio
theory:

Fij5SjTij5Sj
exp~2meffrij!

4pDrij
, (1)

wherer i j is the distance between thej th source and thei th
sphere. The transport factorTi j (cm22) equalsFi j /Sj . The
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Modeling Photon Transport
diffusion length D equals1/@3(mam1msm8 )#. The effective
maternal attenuation coefficientmeff equals @3mam(mam

1msm8 )#1/2 or (mam/D)1/2.
One can apply Eq.~1! for the case ofj 50 to generate the

Fi0 value at eachi th sphere in response to the one primary
sourceS0 . Such a calculation is called the Born approxima-
tion and ignores the influence of all the neighboring sphere
on the ability of source light to transport to a particular
sphere. The resulting fluence rateFi0 at the i th sphere of

volumeV ~cm3! and incremental absorptionDmaf ~cm21! un-
dergoes an incremental absorption above the normal bac
ground tissue’s absorption process. This incremental depos
tion of power acts as a negative source of light,Si ~W!, since
it is a region in which light is removed from the tissue

Si52FijDmafV . (2)

Consequently, each sphere acts as a virtual source of negati
power that generates a negative field of light. Superposition o
the positive fluence rate from the single primary source,S0 ,
and the negative fluence rate from all the virtual sources,Si ,
yields the net fluence rate at anyi th sphere

Fi5(
j50

N

SjTij . (3)

For the special case of the transport from ani th virtual source
to itself, i.e., how does the incremental absorption of a spher
influence its own local fluence rate, the following transport
factor Tii was used:6

Tii5
3

4pmama3 @12~11meff a !exp~2meff a !# , (4)

where a was the radius of an absorbing object(a
51.89 mm). Next, eachj th virtual source was updated

Sj52FiDmafV , (5)

where j 5 i , for all i th spheres.
In using Eqs.~3! and ~5! to compute the virtual source

powers, the values of all the virtual sourcesSj , j 51 to 1189,
were initially set equal to zero andS0 was assigned a value of
1 W. After the first execution of Eq.~3!, a set ofFi0 values
were generated, the Born approximation. Equation~5! con-
vertedFi0 into Sj values for the 1189 virtual sources. Repeat-
ing the use of Eq.~3!, both the primary and the virtual sources
contributed toFi and Eq.~5! updated the virtual sources. The
iterative application of Eqs.~3! and ~5! caused the virtual
source powers to converge on a final set of stable values
After convergence, one could calculate and sum the contribu
tions of S0 and all 1189 virtual sources to any position of
observation using an expression similar to Eq.~3!. The pri-
mary source and virtual sources were used to generate th
fluence rate in a14 cm314 cmx-y plane atz50 connecting
the source, center of the fetal brain, and detector.

Results were expressed as the transport factorT
5F/S0 ~cm22! so the results are applicable to any source
powerS0 that might be chosen. Hence, a map of the transpor
distribution(Tf) in the infinite maternal tissue with perturba-
tion by the fetal brain was calculated. The transport distribu-
-
-

e

.
-

e

tion (Tm) without any fetal brain perturbation of light trans
port was calculated by considering only the primary sou
S0 .

The execution time for an 1189-sphere simulation of bo
Tm and Tf using Matlab™ version 5.1 on a Macintosh G
computer was 378 s for setting up theTi j factors, 14 s to
iterate Eqs.~2! and ~3! 50 times, and 248 s to output a40
340 grid map of the results, for a total of 640 s.

2.3 Perturbation Model: Air/Tissue Abdominal
Boundary
Second, the air/tissue boundary was added at the abdom
surface. This boundary was accomplished by the method
images which places a set of virtual sources outside the
face to meet the boundary condition along the abdominal
face. The boundary condition consists of the relationship
tween the fluence rateF0 in the tissue at the surface bounda
and the outward fluxJ crossing the surface boundary. At th
boundary, the fluence rateF0 equals2AJ where A is (1
1r tir)/(12r tir) as previously mentioned. The outward fluxJ
across the boundary equalsD(F12F2)/d whereF1 and F2
are fluence rates at positions onem f p8 below and onem f p8
above the boundary, respectively, andd is the separation be
tween theF1 andF2 positions, or2m f p8. Hence, the bound-
ary condition is

F0

2A
5D

F12F2

d
. (6)

To mimic the primary source directed onto the maternal
domen with an air/tissue boundary, a positive sourceS0 was
placed onem f p8 below the surface and a negative sour
2S0 was placed a distance(m f p814AD) above the surface
at the position of the true primary source. This pair of real a
image sources mimicked an air/tissue boundary following
example of Farrel et al.10 Additionally, a set of 440 boundary
images sources were placed outside the surface every 8.5
the circumferential and azimuthal directions which cover
the entire upper hemisphere associated with the materna
dominal surface@not all the image sources are shown in Fi
ure 1~b!#. The powers associated with these image sour
were adjusted individually to achieve the boundary condit
of Eq. ~6!. The set of sourcesSj consisted of the two primary
sources, the real positive sourceS15S0 and its negative im-
age S252S0 , and the 440 additional boundary imag
sourcesS3 to S442. The powers of the 440 image source
were iteratively adjusted by a changeDS

DSi5

(
j51

N

SjFT0ij

2A
2

T1ij2T2ij

d G
D

Tb12Tb2

d
2

Tb0

2A

(7)

for i 53 – 442.T0i j is the transport factor@similar to Eq.~1!#
from the j th source to the position on the surface indicated
No. 0 in Figure 2.T1i j is the transport from thej th source to
the position indicated by No. 1 in Figure 2.T2i j is the trans-
port from thej th source to the position indicated by No. 2
Figure 2. The denominator of Eq.~7! is a constant andTb1 is
the transport from thei th boundary image source to positio
Journal of Biomedical Optics d July 2000 d Vol. 5 No. 3 279
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No. 1 in Figure 2 calculated by Eq.~1! where r i j 52m f p8
14AD. Tb2 is the transport from thei th boundary image
source to position No. 2 calculated by Eq.~1! where r i j

54AD. Tb0 is the transport from thei th boundary image
source to position No. 0 calculated by Eq.~1! where r i j

5m f p814AD. The valueDSi was used to update eachj th
boundary image source as follows:

Sj53–4425Sj53–4421bDSi51–440 , (8)

whereb equaled 0.5 to allow only partial updates ofSi . Equa-
tions ~7! and ~8! were iterated to allow each boundary image
sourceSi to converge to its final stable value. The value ofb
was chosen to avoid instability during the convergence of th
boundary image source values.

To calculate the case of no optical perturbation by the
fetus, i.e.,maf5mam, the set of sourcesSj consisted of two
primary sources and 440 boundary sources for a total ofN
5442 sources. Equation~7! summed the numerator over all
sources, i.e.,j 51 to N, and Eq.~8! updated the 440 boundary
image sources. To calculate the case of optical perturbation b
the fetal brain, i.e.,maf.mam, an additional 1189 virtual
sources were added to the set ofSj sources, as was described
in the previous section for no air/tissue abdominal boundary
There wereN5214401118951631sources used in the it-
erative application of Eqs.~3! and ~5! for the purpose of al-
lowing the 1189 virtual sources to converge to final values
Iterative application of Eqs.~7! and ~8! to update the bound-
ary sources( j 53 – 443) and application of Eqs.~3! and~5! to
update the virtual sources( j 5444– 1631) allowed all source
values to converge to final stable values. The two primary
sources and the 440 boundary image sources were used
generate anx-y map of the light transportTm without fetal

Fig. 2 Close-up view of model that mimics the air/tissue boundary of
Figure 1(b). The primary real source is positive and one mfp8 below
the surface. The primary image source is negative and located mpf8
14AD above the surface. A hemisphere of negative boundary image
sources are positioned mpf814AD above the surface at 8.59° inter-
vals. Three positions inside, on, and outside the surface are indicated
by the labels Nos. 1, 0, and 2, respectively. The transport T1j , T0j ,
and T2j from all sources to these positions are used to evaluate the
balance between outward flux and fluence rate at the boundary so as
to specify the strength of the boundary image sources.
280 Journal of Biomedical Optics d July 2000 d Vol. 5 No. 3
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perturbation. All the primary, boundary image, and virtu
sources were used to generate thex-y map of the light trans-
port Tf with fetal perturbation.

The execution time for the 1631-source simulation of bo
Tm and Tf using Matlab™ version 5.1 on a Macintosh G
computer was 437 s for setting up Eqs.~3!–~8! for the itera-
tive calculations, 17 s to accomplish 50 iterations, and 38
to output a40340 grid map of the results, for a total o
842 s.

3 Results
Thex-y maps ofTm ~no fetal perturbation! andTf ~with fetal
perturbation! were used to generate a perturbation map wh
perturbationP is defined

P5
Tf2Tm

Tm
. (9)

Figure 3 shows the map ofP in the x-y plane containing

Fig. 3 Map of the perturbation of light transport caused by the fetal
brain. The map shows the fetal perturbation P of optical transport for
the x-y plane containing the source, brain center, and detector. The
isoperturbation curves show the fractional reduction in transport
caused by the fetus. For example, the −0.30 curve indicates a 30%
reduction in light transport relative to the transport with no fetal in-
cremental absorption. (a) No boundary. (b) With air/tissue boundary.
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Modeling Photon Transport
the source, fetal brain center, and detector. Figure 3~a! shows
the map for the case of an infinite maternal tissue with no
air/tissue boundary. Figure 3~b! shows the case of an air/tissue
boundary. The curves of Figure 3 are isoperturbation con
tours. For example, the contour labeled20.3 indicates that
the presence of the fetal incremental absorption has caused
30% reduction in the light transport relative to the absence o
fetal incremental absorption. Notice how the fetal brain cast
a shadow of perturbation. In contrast, the perturbation in th
intervening space between source and fetus is negligible. I
Figure 3~b!, the effect of the air/tissue boundary is to curl the
isoperturbation lines closer to the source thereby increasin
the strength of the fetal perturbation at a fixed detector pos
tion.

Figure 4 shows how the fetal brain perturbs the light field
along the 10 cm arc associated with the maternal abdomin
surface. A pair of curves for both the case of an infinite ma
ternal tissue with no boundary and the case of an air/tissu
boundary are shown. In Figure 4~a! for each case, the trans-
port to detectors along the arc is shown as a pair of curves,Tf

andTm . The magnitude of transport falls orders of magnitude
as the detector moves further from the source along the a
dominal arc. The presence of the fetal brain’s incrementa

Fig. 4 (a) Optical transport versus position along the abdominal arc,
with (Tf) and without (Tm) optical perturbation by the fetal brain. (b)
Fetal perturbation (P) of optical transport. Both figures show the two
cases of with and without an air/tissue boundary.
a

l

-

absorption causes a decrease in the transport. This fetal
turbation is more marked for the case of an air/tissue bou
ary. In Figure 4~b!, the perturbationP along the arc is plotted
The perturbation is minimal while the detector is close to t
source because transport is dominated by reflectance from
maternal tissue layer above the fetus. Once the detector m
past the midline~vertical dashed line! of the abdomen, trans
port becomes more sensitive to the fetal brain. Again,
presence of an air/tissue boundary increases the magnitud
the fetal perturbation of the optical field. Without a bounda
photons which never pass through the fetal head can still
turn to the detector. With the boundary, these photons esc
the maternal tissues which increases the fraction of collec
photons that pass through the fetus.

4 Discussion
The practical implementation of transabdominal fetal oxi
etry will likely require measurements ofTf along the abdomi-
nal arc. Close to the sourceTm approximately equalsTf and
measurements close to the source will therefore also cha
terize the background behavior of the maternal tissues. T
behavior can be extrapolated to predict expectedTm measure-
ments at large source-detector distances. The deviation o
tual measurements ofTf distant from the source from the
predictedTm measurements can be attributed to the influen
of the fetal brain. Ultrasound measurements of the mate
thickness above the fetal head will likely be critical to spe
fying the true geometry of the problem and enabling interp
tation of the optical measurements across the abdomen.

The difference signalDT5Tm2Tf is strongest near the
source. However, the magnitude of the near-sourceTf signal
forces the dynamic range of the detection system to cover
largeTf signal and theDT is likely to fall below the dynamic
range of measurement. However, measurements far from
source will greatly decrease the magnitude of theTf signal
which allows the dynamic range to discernDT. The pertur-
bationP is pertinent to the measurement ofDT with a detec-
tor whose dynamic range must measureTf . Figure 4~b! sug-
gests that P is maximal at the largest source-detect
separation possible. The ultimate noise floor of the detecto
maximum gain will determine the maximum source-detec
separation that is useful.

In summary, the preliminary modeling of this paper ind
cates that the fetal brain will decrease transabdominal m
surements of near-infrared light transport by about 10% a
6.0 cm source-detector separation and by about 53% at
cm separation. While the challenge of specifying the mater
baseline is significant, the modeling suggests that there i
opportunity to sense the fetal brain with transabdominal o
cal measurements. Using multiple wavelengths of ne
infrared light would allow fetal oximetry.
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